Standardized Patient Simulation in Healthcare Education
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Abstract

Introduction: Simulation training is a key part of healthcare and medical education, but the use of standardized patients in simulation training is not yet systematic at least in Finland. The purpose of this literature review was to determine the benefits and challenges of using standardized patients in simulation training. Methods: The information search was conducted in the international Cinahl and Pubmed databases. The search terms used were “Simulation”, “Simulation-based education”, “Simulated patient”, “Standardized patient” and “Standardized patient”. The inclusion criteria were 1) peer-reviewed original research 2) published in Finnish or English 3) published in the last 10 years. Additionally, the research had to be conducted in Europe, the United States, Canada, or Australia. 40 studies fulfill the criteria. The data was analyzed with inductive content analysis. Results: The use of a standardized patient in simulation training improves student learning outcomes, as well as develops interaction and work-life skills. For the standardized patient, participating in simulation training can increase acting experience and bring content to everyday life. However, it can also be physically and mentally taxing. It’s important that the teacher enables good preparation for the role. Challenges experienced by students are related to stress created by the standardized patient and unexpected situations in the simulation of standardized patients. Discussion: The results show that the utilization of standardized patients in simulation requires planning and adequate resources, but it also brings various benefits, especially for the development of students’ skills.
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Introduction

In healthcare education, simulation is a common teaching method [1]. In simulation training, it is possible to practice skills required in the field, such as communication and leadership, in safe conditions. These skills are essential to improve patient safety [2].

Simulation training combines several different learning theories, such as cognitive, social, and experiential learning [3]. Kolb (1984) presents experiential learning as a cycle in which knowledge and skills are shaped during the learning process from experience through reflection [4]. Thus, simulation learning is one of the active learning methods where the student is seen as an active participant. The student constructs and deepens their knowledge based on what they have previously learned [5]. Simulation training can be carried out using different models and methods [6]. However, the teaching always includes the preparation of the simulation situation, the description of learning objectives, the simulation situation itself, and the learning discussion [7].
Simulated patients (SP) have been represented by mannequins and actors since the 1960s [6]. In simulation, it is possible to use a standardized patient. SP can be a healthy individual who has been trained to represent a patient or an actual patient who presents their own illness in a standardized manner [8,9]. People of different ages, from children to the elderly, can act as standardized patients [10]. They can be divided into three groups: a volunteer or paid actor, a trainer or teacher, and another student in the field [11]. Smithson and his research colleagues [11] note that, regardless of the group, each patient brings a unique combination of benefits and limitations. For example, paid actors can further enhance the realism of the simulation situation [12].

Standardized patients are already widely used in healthcare education [13]. Standardized patients bring humanity and interactivity to simulations; the exercises can emphasize the patient-centered perspective [14]. Practicing with them simultaneously challenges the trainees’ nursing skills and both verbal and non-verbal skills [15].

Methods

The purpose of the literature review was to determine what benefits and challenges the use of standardized patients in simulation training brings to the situation. The research question of the literature review was: “What issues are associated with the preparation and utilization of standardized patient cases in simulation training from the perspective of the teacher, student, and patient?”

The literature review’s data search was conducted in the international Cinahl and Pubmed databases. The data searches were performed in March-April 2022, and they were executed using a free word search. The search terms used were “Simulation”, “Simulation-based education”, “Simulated patient”, “Standardized patient”, and “Standardized patient”. In addition to the systematic search, data search was also conducted manually. In total, there were 2,044 search results before database restrictions, and 1,618 after them. Database restrictions and the progress of the search process are shown in Figure 1.

The search process was guided by the research question, based on which the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the material were also set. The inclusion criteria for the material were peer-reviewed original research, published in Finnish or English within the last 10 years. The applicability of the research results to European society and health care education was considered during the data search phase, excluding certain countries from the review. The review selected only studies conducted in Europe, the United States, Canada, or Australia. The reliability of qualitative research, especially content analysis, can be assessed from perspectives such as credibility, confirmability, and transferability [16,17]. In this review, credibility and confirmability were supported by discussion among researchers about methods and analysis during the research process.

The research material consisted of 40 scientific articles. Of these, 12 were conducted with qualitative research methods, 18 with quantitative research methods, and 10 as mixed-methods research. Most of the studies were conducted either in the United States (n=18) or in Europe (n=16). In addition, there were studies conducted in Canada (n=2) and Australia (n=4). The analysis of the material was carried out with inductive or data-driven content analysis. Initial responses to the research question were first picked from the material, and information was gradually derived into a more conceptual form [18]. A total of 262 original expressions corresponding to the research question were found from the material, from which 649 abstractions were obtained. The original expressions were translated into Finnish during the reduction phase. The reductions resulted in 87 subcategories, which further led to 21 upper categories and finally 4 main categories.

In each stage of the review, good scientific practice has been followed, paying attention to honesty, carefulness, and adequate references when handling the works of other researchers [19].
Results

Benefits and challenges of standardized patient simulation

The participation of standardized patients in simulation education benefited the students, for example, when considering learning outcomes or the development of communication skills. On the other hand, it must also be noted that a standardized patient is not a mannequin but a person whose needs must be considered throughout the simulation process (Figure 2).

**Benefits**

Standardized patients were found to be an effective and learning outcome-enhancing teaching method (10; 25; 28; 36). Students particularly appreciated the realism of the situation when performing clinical nursing work and encountering the patient compared to a patient simulator or peer-assisted learning (2; 8; 9; 16; 20; 21; 25; 27; 32; 33; 34; 39). Interaction with the standardized patient helped students to implement more patient-centered nursing (17; 20; 23; 31; 38). It also concretized their responsibility for patient care and gave the opportunity to change negative preconceptions like assumptions mental illness (5; 6; 23; 24; 33). During the nurse-patient meeting.

Especially older standardized patients appreciated filling the gap left by the working life and the transformation of their own personal challenges into a growing experience (30). Through simulation, they also got the opportunity to develop their own communication in health care (15). In addition, simulation offered opportunities for accumulating acting experience and reflection (15; 19).

Standardized patient simulation developed students’ communication skills (7; 10; 12; 19; 23; 36; 39). The possibility for reciprocal communication improved students’ ability to make decisions about patient care (20). It also gave students the opportunity to learn to tolerate silence in the presence of the patient, which is an important part of interaction and the building of a good care relationship (23).

It was important for students to act in a professional role in standardized patient simulations. They felt that it facilitated encounters with patients and clinical situations in working life and combined theory and practice (8; 10; 16; 20; 28; 35; 36). Simulations increased students’ self-confidence, and they felt more confident in recognizing, for example, domestic violence (4; 20; 28; 29; 40)."

**Challenges**

Too long simulation days or excessive requirements, for example regarding scripted lines, can burden standardized patients. This can cause fatigue and decrease their activity in their role (14; 30). Strain can also be increased by difficulty in detaching from the role, breach of personal boundaries, and hurtful speech by students (14; 15; 22).

Students experienced stress when working with a standardized patient (1). The situation’s evaluation by the teacher and peers and the patient’s questions caused stress (22; 23; 35).

![Figure 2: Standardized patient as part of simulation teaching.](image-url)
Also, unexpected situations during the simulation, such as the death of a patient, could create negative emotions for the student, thereby causing mental strain (8; 13; 23). Students’ perceived stress decreased as they got used to the simulation situation (28; 36).”

Standardized patients could be recruited from schools, theaters, and the close circle of teaching staff. In recruitment the timing of the simulation, accessibility, teaching schedule, and the opportunity for reflection had to be considered. For example, the willingness of young patients to participate decreased if the simulation teaching was placed during leisure time or if transport connections were difficult to arrange. It was important for patients that there were enough breaks during the day for meals, discussions, and relaxation after the situation. Especially young patients appreciated the opportunity to discuss their roles, performances, and uncertainties (14).

Standardized patients wished for empathy, clarity, and respect from teachers (30). In simulation teaching, they should be encountered as individuals to utilize personal strengths (22; 30). For example, previous experience of acting as a standardized patient could increase the reality of the situation or facilitate communication (8; 22). The standardized patient had the ability to adapt to changing situations and respond to unexpected questions (37). They were also able to reduce the student’s anxiety with their own actions, for example, through humor, and guide the situation according to the student’s needs (8; 15; 22).

For the success of the simulation, it was important to ensure patients’ opportunity to prepare carefully before the simulation (14; 26). Practice improved the quality of performance, and scenarios repeated several times increased the confidence of especially young patients (3; 14; 22). Instead of memorizing lines, patients hoped for easily memorable keywords (30).”

The importance of feedback in simulation

Feedback played a crucial role for students participating in standardized patient simulation, as it helped them evaluate and develop their own competence and provide constructive feedback on the implementation of the simulation. The importance of feedback was especially emphasized in learning discussions held at the end of the simulations, which reinforced students’ learning and increased their knowledge of the topics discussed (25; 28; 29; 35). Reflection in learning discussions was considered beneficial, as it enabled students to recognize their own strengths and weaknesses, develop their own actions, and improve their confidence (3; 25; 35; 39).”

Feedback from standardized patients was considered particularly useful (19; 21; 25). It enhanced students’ ability to put themselves in the patient’s position and increased situation awareness (17; 37). Standardized patients wished for the opportunity to give feedback to students (8; 15; 18; 22) and to receive it on their own performance to develop (15; 30). All parties participating in the simulation provided ideas for developing the simulation teaching. The development suggestions of the students about standardized patient simulation were related to the structure and schedule of the simulation. For example, they hoped for more and more diverse simulation teaching, starting earlier in the education (25; 28; 39; 40). More simulations related to interaction were hoped for (17; 19; 25). In addition, they emphasized better utilization of feedback from teachers and peer observers (25; 35). Teachers wished for longer learning discussions and the opportunity to support standardized patients in giving feedback to students (11; 37). Standardized patients, on the other hand, wished for clear instructions on how to act in roles and opportunities to change their roles to better match their abilities (14; 30).

Conclusion & discussion

The purpose of this literature review was to determine the benefits and challenges of using standardized patients in simulation teaching from the perspectives of the teacher, student, and patient. The use of standardized patients in simulation improved student learning, including interaction and working life skills [20-30]. Indeed, students felt better prepared to face the challenges and responsibilities of their future working life [31,23,32,25,26,33]. Interaction with a standardized patient facilitates the implementation of patient-centered care by the student, as the patient’s feelings as well as verbal and non-verbal communication must be considered [15].

When dealing with a real person instead of a patient simulator, it’s important to adapt teaching and consider the unique features of the situation. Standardized patients often do this voluntarily, wishing to assist in the education of health professionals [10]. Extended simulation days or excessive demands, such as in terms of spoken lines, can strain standardized patients [34-36]. Difficulty detaching from the role, the breach of personal boundaries, and hurtful comments from students can also increase strain [34,35,37,40-50]. It’s crucial to offer those acting as patients the opportunity for sufficient debriefing.

Simulation scenarios are always somewhat straining for students. In Finland, the use of standardized patients in simulation teaching is not yet routine. The new situation and the more active and realistic participation of a standardized patient compared to a patient simulator can initially cause strain for students [38,37,24,25,33,27]. This must be considered when increasing the use of standardized patients in simulation teaching. The situation is also new for teachers, and they need training on how to prepare standardized patients for simulations and provide them with feedback [39].

In places where the pool of trained standardized patients is
currently limited, it would be crucial to consider various recruitment and training strategies. Collaboration with schools, theaters, and possibly patient organizations, as well as utilizing the social circles of the teaching staff, could be beneficial for recruitment. The better trained the standardized patients are, the more likely the simulations will run smoothly, and students will benefit from them. Familiarizing ourselves with the literature further reinforced our belief that standardized patients bring added authenticity to simulations and enhance learning, despite the laborious, multi-stage, and resource-intensive preparation process [40,50-60].
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